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“The Next Generation:  Programming for the Baby Boomers and 
Short Term Rehab Population” 

 

Carla Bacon Smith, BS, CDP 
Lifetime Expressions 

lifetimeexpress@aol.com 
630-483-7450 

 

The world of healthcare continues to evolve, and with the care options available 
to today’s seniors, skilled care settings are seeing increasing numbers of 
medically complex and short stay rehab patients.  While we may be tempted to 
despair, thinking, “This isn’t what I signed up for!”, as Activity Professionals, we 
are uniquely qualified by way of our empathy, creativity, and person- centered 
approach to make a positive impact on the care of these patients.   
 

“Not One of the Crowd”:  Identifying Individual Recreational  
Needs and Routines 

 

 I Gotta Be Me:  Individualism in Recreation 
o The next generation has been exposed to a wider variety of leisure 

choices as well as increased opportunities for leisure. 
 

 A Whole New Generation: Who are the Boomers? 
o The T.V. Generation 
o “Forever Young” 
o “He who dies with the most toys wins”  
o “Squeezing” it in... 

 
 Community Recreation Patterns 

o Short term rehab patients are both coming from and  going to an 
independent or community setting, making it of even more 
importance to understand their preferences, routines, and options. 
 

 Assessing and Educating 
o Focus on current interests and needs. 
o Evaluate the need for new content and approach in your assessment. 

 “Are You Bored?” 
 “Tell Me How You Keep Busy at Home....” 
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 “How can I help you?”  
 “What can I do to make it better for you here?” 
 “Do you have enough things to do or can I get something for 

you?” 
 

o Educating patients on new hobbies or skills can provide purpose and 
fill a void. 

 

. “Outside the Box”:  Re-thinking Program Content, Format and 
Structure to Meet Changing Needs 

 

 Changing Content 
 

o Kicking It Up a Notch! 
 Update themes and upgrade materials to appeal to a new generation. 
 Provide an educational element, focus on hobby development, 

or link to community-based recreation. 
 Ask yourself, “Would I enjoy it?” 

 
o Expanding Your Horizons: Planning for a Changing Clientele 

 Traditional methods of activity planning that are based on 
patient interests need to be “tweaked” when working with a 
constantly changing population. 

 Try planning calendars on a weekly, rather than a monthly 
basis. 

 Plan a calendar with a lot of variety to appeal to a wide 
range of interests. 

 Use “generic” names for activities to allow for variation to 
suit patient needs or interests. 
 

o “Play It Again Sam”:  Using What Works 
 The beauty of a short –term population is that popular programs 

can be repeated more frequently, saving valuable time in 
planning and training. 

 Try keeping a list of popular or successful programs with “run” 
dates. Adding a simple session plan with notes on variations and 
improvements will help you easily re-implement favorites 
without fail. 
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 Keep in mind the turn over rate for your short-term population 
when planning repeat programs.  Although Medicare benefit 
periods are 100 days, rehab stays may be much less. 
 

 Changing Formats 
 

o One Is Not the Loneliest Number 
 Facilitate independent recreation by making a wide variety of 

materials accessible.  
 Pop- in visits help you encourage, support and monitor leisure 

pursuits and emerging needs. 
 

o Exploring New Options: Demos, Classes and Clubs 
 Educational programs such as demos and classes are appealing 

to younger patients and add variety to your programming. 
 Clubs help rehab patients who often feel “different” feel 

connected to others in similar situations or with similar 
interests. 
 

o Understanding the Family Factor 
 With increased family involvement for most of these patients, it 

is important to provide materials and programs that will offer 
opportunities for meaningful visits. 
 

 Changing Structure 
 

o Time is of the Essence: Looking at Their Busy Schedule 
 In today’s society, people pursue recreation at all times of the 

day and night.  Activity professionals need to break out of the 
traditional “10 and 2” rut to expand recreation time frames to 
appeal to a wider variety of participants. 

 Evenings, early mornings, mealtimes and late afternoons all 
offer expanded possibilities for programming. 

 Slight time adjustments in customary routines, such as starting 
an afternoon group ½ hour later to allow patients to complete 
therapy treatments first, can make a big impact on participation.  
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o Keeping the Options Open: Activities with a Revolving Door 
 Open ended or “drop in” activities allow for participants to come 

and go without missing out on the action. 
 Try the “run and repeat” approach to expand the time frame for 

the activity. 
 Try an open-ended group that focuses on time rather than type 

to allow for diversity within the group. 
 

o “All Things to All People”: Programming for a Multifaceted Facility 
 Take a careful look at needs and time frames to determine what 

is right for your facility. 
 Consider identifying programs of interest to your rehab 

population. 
 Structure mixed groups to address the needs and protect the 

dignity of both long-term and short-term populations. 
 

o Leadership Challenges: Confidence counts 
 Recreation staff members are seen as peers and professionals 

who are expected to be knowledgeable leaders. 
 Be prepared for questions and the expertise of your audience to 

lead you to the next level in your activities. 
 

o For the Director: Learning to Balance 
 Shifting from big special events to a “special every day” 

philosophy can make a big impact on short term patients. 
 As the facility changes, you need to continually evaluate your 

population to make sure all needs are being addressed. 
 

 

“I Just Want to Get Out of Here”:  Motivating the Rehab Patient 
 

 A Rose by Any Other Name.... 
o How do you address yourself? Remember that “activities” may be a 

foreign term to those outside of healthcare, while “recreation” is a 
part of our culture. 

o Carefully consider the terms you use to describe your programs, 
keeping in mind age- appropriateness, community connotations, and 
the need to stimulate interest. 
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 Setting the Stage: Patient Expectations 

o Make an effort to meet all patients within 24 hours. 
o Put them at ease and tell them how recreation can help them meet 

their goals. 
o Acknowledge their current level of functioning and offer 

encouragement. 
o Include family in your discussion when appropriate to educate them 

and keep them realistic. 
 

 Staff Expectations: Education is the Key 
o Formally and informally educate the interdisciplinary team on the 

value for rehab patients: talk it up and make the benefits real to 
them. 
 Inservice on materials available, benefits of programming, etc. 
 Share successes, goals and personal interests with staff through 

casual conversation. 
 Reinforce the needs of the rehab patient with the Activity Staff : 

educate on program goals and celebrate successes! 
 

 Benefit Selling: What’s in it for them? 
o Increasing Strength and Independence 
o “Time flies when you’re having fun!” 

 
 Posting and Promoting 

o Continue “drop-in” invitations and contacts throughout the patient’s 
stay. 

o Provide your phone number for questions and contacts.  
o Make announcements in therapy areas to motivate staff as well as 

patients. 
o Verbalize opportunities to families as well as patients. 
o Post activities of interest in rehab areas. 
o Provide a newsletter that can be referred to for leisure needs and 

services. 
o Post pictures or samples of activities to spark interest. 
o “Bait, Bribes, Bargains and Buddies” 
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 Building Relationships 
o Leisure Partners: “With a little help from my friends” 
o “Peer” Relationships 

 We need to ask ourselves, “Who are their peers?”...the answer 
may surprise you! 

 Connections with other rehab patients make joining in the life of 
the facility easier. 
 

o Motivating the Team: Therapists are key 
 Share supplies, ideas, and feedback 
 Join forces to provide therapeutic groups 
 Bargain to encourage involvement in facility activities despite 

therapy schedules 
 Educate them on the benefits – remember that practice makes 

perfect! 
 

 If at First You Don’t Succeed..... 
o Remember that leisure needs may change drastically over the course 

of a patient’s stay.  Stay connected and don’t give up! 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


